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Abstract: Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is an eye disease that mainly affects people
with diabetes. People affected by DR start losing their vision from an early stage
even though the symptoms are identiﬁed only at the later stage. Once the vision is
lost, it cannot be regained but can be prevented from causing any further damage.
Early diagnosis of DR is required for preventing vision loss, for which a trained
ophthalmologist is required. The clinical practice is time-consuming and is not
much successful in identifying DR at early stages. Hence, Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system is a suitable alternative for screening and grading of DR for a
larger population. This paper addresses the different stages in CAD system and
the challenges in identifying and grading of DR by analyzing various recently
evolved techniques. The performance metrics used to evaluate the ComputerAided Diagnosis system for clinical practice is also discussed.
Keywords: Diabetic retinopathy; computer-aided diagnosis system; vessel
extraction; optic disc segmentation; retinal features; grading of DR

1 Introduction
The human eye is a sensitive organ that provides the visual gateway to the world. Few diseases in the eye
can cause a loss in vision which cannot be retained; hence identifying these diseases at an early stage is
necessary to prevent the vision loss. The most common eye diseases are Cataracts, Corneal Ulcers,
Retinal Tear and Detachment, Vitreous Floaters, Glaucoma, Diabetic Retinopathy, Melanoma, Macular
degeneration, Blepharitis, Conjunctivitis, Exotropia, and Esotropia. Fundus Photography, also known as
fundus image, is used to capture the rear of an eye. Fundus camera contains an intricate microscope ﬁxed
to the camera with ﬂash and is used in fundus photography. Structures like the retina, macula, and optic
disc can be envisioned on a fundus image. Fundus photography can be observed with colored ﬁlters or
with dyes like ﬂuorescein and indocyanine green. Diseases like DR, glaucoma, macular degeneration,
retinal neoplasms, multiple sclerosis, and choroid disturbances can be identiﬁed using fundus images.
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Since 1920 fundus photography has been used for deciding in diagnosing and treating patients in
ophthalmology [1].
The world’s largest number of blind population is in India, with 15 million over the 37 million blind
people in the world and is considered as the capital of diabetes. The chance of avoiding blindness is 75%,
and though there is a need for 40,000 optometrists only 8,000 optometrists are available. Diabetes is the
major cause of blindness which mostly affects the working-age population [2]. Between 1996 to 2009 the
prevalence of diabetes increased from 439,123 to 1,140,248 over 20 years [3]. Delhi based expert’s
clinical data states that the rise in the number of DR is among the people affected by diabetes. In 2017,
over 72 million cases of diabetes were reported in India. According to a report by the World Health
Organization (WHO), India will be in lead by 2030 with 79 million cases, if diabetes is not controlled [4].
Diabetes Mellitus generally known as diabetes is a disease that affects the human body based on the
glucose level. Clinical features of DR include Microaneurysms, Hard Exudates, Cotton Wool Spots,
Hemorrhages, Neovascularization, and Macular Edema. Depending on these 5 clinical features DR is
classiﬁed into two types a) Nonproliferative (Early) Diabetic Retinopathy (NPDR) b) Proliferative
(Advanced) Diabetic Retinopathy (PDR). Microaneurysms are the early stage of retinal damage and are
formed by the non-perfusion or abnormal permeability of retinal blood vessels. The size of
Microaneurysms is less than 125 microns and can be seen in the fundus image as the red spot with sharp
margins. Hard Exudates are formed in the outer layer of the retina and are due to the leakage of
lipoproteins and other proteins through the abnormal blood vessels. It develops as small white or
yellowish-white spots with sharp margins [5]. The ﬂuffy white lesion in the Retinal Nerve Fiber Layer
due to debris accumulation is known as Cotton Wool Spots [6], and they exist due to the blockage of the
arteriole. Hemorrhages are red spots with irregular margin due to the leakage of the weak capillaries and
are greater than 125 microns. Neovascularization occurs in the inner surface of the retina with the
abnormal growth of blood vessels which bleed into the vitreous cavity, causing blurred vision [7]. Fluid
leakage and solute over the macula caused due to the retinal capillary abnormality is known as Macular
Edema [8]. If there is no growth of new blood vessels in retina then, it is NPDR and it includes three
stages: mild stage, moderate stage, and severe stage.
CAD techniques have been used for over 40 years in the clinical environment but they do not substitute
doctors; instead, their role is secondary to the medical professionals. However, early signs of abnormality in
patients can be detected through CAD techniques, which will be difﬁcult to deduct for the human eye. A few
diseases which can be identiﬁed by CAD techniques include DR, architectural distortion in mammograms,
ground-glass nodules in thoracic CT, and non-polypoid lesions in CT colonography. Diabetic Retinopathy
classiﬁcation and detection can be done by CAD. Normal and effected changes in the eye images can be
detected using computer-based methods [9–11]. Challenges while using CAD systems in grading DR are
listed below:
1. Identifying anatomical structures and lesions becomes complicated because of their similar
structures.
2. The early stage of DR is difﬁcult to identify because of only the retinal structural changes during that
stage.
3. The best algorithm with high accuracy for DR screening has not been ﬁxed yet for clinical use.
This paper is based on the survey for the grading of DR. The structure of this paper is as follows: Section
2 deals with the list of available retinal fundus datasets, Section 3 deals with the various enhancing
techniques for the enhancement of the fundus images, Section 4 deals with the segmentation methods for
segmenting blood vessels and optic disc from the images, Section 5 describes various feature extraction
methods, Section 6 explains the feature selection methods, Section 7 deals with the classiﬁcation methods
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for the grading of DR, Section 8 deals with the performance analysis of the existing methods, and Section
9 provides the conclusions.
2 Retinal Fundus Image Database
In image processing, image acquisition, i.e., the input for retrieving an image from the source is the ﬁrst
step. The source can be from the existing datasets. Nothing can be processed without image acquisition. As
the number of images increases in the dataset the accuracy gets reduced so, the dataset should be selected
properly. DRIVE and STARE datasets are commonly used for identifying DR and the mentioned datasets
are from the people of other countries. Indian Diabetic Retinopathy Image Dataset (IDRiD) is the ﬁrst
dataset collected from Indians and can be used for the grading of DR. Real-time images can be collected
from hospitals for better performance and comparison. Fundus images available datasets with the camera
model, number of images, resolution and format of the images, availability of ground truth, and the web
link of the datasets are listed in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Retinal fundus image datasets
Dataset
(Format,
No. of Images)

Camera

Resolution

Weblink

DRIVE
(.tif, 40)
[12]

Canon CR5
non-mydriatic 3CCD

768*584

https://www.isi.uu.nl/Research/Databases/DRIVE/

STARE
(.ppm, 400)
[12]

Topcon TRV-50
Fundus Camera

700*605

https://cecas.clemson.edu/~ahoover/stare/

CHASE
(.jpg, 28)
[12]

–

1280*960

https://blogs.kingston.ac.uk/retinal/chasedb1/

MESSIDOR
(.tif, 1200)
[13]

Color video
3CCD camera
mounted on a Topcon
TRC NW6 non-mydriatic
retinograph

1440*960,
2240*1488
or
2304*1536

www.adcis.net/en/third-party/messidor/

DIARETB0
(.png, 130)
[14]

Digital fundus
camera

1500*1152

www.it.lut.ﬁ/project/imageret/diaretdb0/index.html

DIARETB1
(.png, 89)
[13,14]

Digital fundus
camera

1500*1152

www.it.lut.ﬁ/project/imageret/diaretdb1/index.html

CR-DGi retinograph
E-OPHTHAor
MA
(.jpeg/.png, 381) TRC-NW6S retinograph
[15]

2544*1696

http://www.adcis.net/en/Download-Third-Party/E-Ophtha.html

E-OPHTHA-EX CR-DGi retinograph
(.jpeg/.png, 82) or
TRC-NW6S retinograph
[15]

2544*1696

http://www.adcis.net/en/Download-Third-Party/E-Ophtha.html

KAGGLE
Digital fundus
DIABETIC
camera
RETINOPATHY
(88,702 images
Per eye)
[16]

433*289,
5184*3456

https://www.kaggle.com/c/diabetic-retinopathy-detection/data

(Continued )
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Table 1 (continued ).
Dataset
(Format,
No. of Images)

Camera

Resolution

Weblink

HRF
(.jpg, 45)
[17]

Canon CR-1
Fundus camera

–

https://www5.cs.fau.de/research/data/fundus-images/

FIRE
(129)
[18]

Nidek
AFC-210
Fundus camera

2912 *2912

https://www.ics.forth.gr/cvrl/ﬁre/

DRIONS-DB
(.jpg, 110)
[19]

HP-PhotoSmart-S20
high-resolution
scanner

600*400

http://www.ia.uned.es/~ejcarmona/DRIONS-DB.html

RIM-ONE
(169)
[19]

Nidek AFC-210
With the body of a
Canon EOS 5D Mark II

21.1 megapixels –

DRISHTI-GS
(.png, 101)
[19]

–

2896*1944

cvit.iiit.ac.in/projects/mip/drishti-gs/mip-dataset2/enter.php

IDRiD
(.jpg, 516)

Kowa VX-10
Alpha digital
fundus camera

4288*2848

https://idrid.grand-challenge.org/Data/

3 Retinal Image Enhancement
Image enhancement involves the modiﬁcation of image properties for the ease of analysis. Artifact errors
arising from media opacity, small pupils, camera nonalignment, camera focusing problems, and noise factors
in the image acquisition stage can reduce the quality of the fundus images. This in turn affects the
illumination, color, and contrast of the image. To overcome these limitations, image enhancement is a
necessity in CAD techniques. Various image enhancement techniques are discussed in this section.
3.1 Enhancement for Detection of DR
In this section, various image enhancement techniques that help in detecting the presence of DR are
discussed.
3.1.1 Image Resolution Enhancement
Image resolution enhancement generates a high-resolution image of the desired scaling factor from a
low-resolution image. The retinal examination requires good quality images for detecting retinal diseases
but handheld cameras provide low-resolution images that may not be appropriate for diagnosis. To
overcome the inadequacy of the low-resolution images, various super-resolution techniques are explored
[20]. Some of the commonly used super-resolution techniques include interpolation, regularization,
learning-based approaches, and frequency domain approaches. An image resolution enhancement using
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) incorporating local saliency map is proposed and the presence
of the saliency map requires the selection of window size and weight for each input image. To overcome
these limitations, a Progressive GAN (P-GAN) which avoids the heuristic parameter selection is used [21].
3.1.2 Filtering
Filters are applied in the retinal fundus image for enhancing the retinal features like blood vessels, optic
disc, and the clinical features of the DR. Denoising technique removes the noise in the retinal fundus image
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with no loss in the information of blood vessels with background suppression [22]. Flickers in an image can
be ﬁltered using a gaussian ﬁlter by selecting the maximum frequency response for enhancing blood vessels.
Cascaded gaussian ﬁlter and median ﬁlter are used for the multidimensional ﬁltering and component
extraction. Median ﬁlter helps in highlighting the blood vessels in the retinal fundus image without fading
the sharp edges and suppresses the noise in the images [23]. Gabor ﬁlter is used for detecting the edges,
for texture discrimination, representation with frequency, and orientation representations. Noise may not
be removed properly and artifacts generation is possible if the estimation is too high [24]. The effect of
uneven illumination correction can be reduced by dark channel prior method and homomorphic ﬁltering
by enhancing the retinal blood vessels [25].
3.1.3 Histogram Equalization
Histogram Equalization (HE) is a method used for redistributing image intensities to enhance the
contrast of the image such that the output contains a uniform distribution of intensities. Different
variations of HE has been explored by the researchers in order to obtain effective contrast enhancement.
For images with local regions of low contrast, bright or dark regions, normal HE may not be effective. In
such cases modiﬁed HE called Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) can be used which considers
smaller regions in the image for performing contrast enhancement. Contrast Limited AHE (CLAHE) is a
variation of AHE where there is limited contrast ampliﬁcation for reducing noise. The low contrast issue
in the medical image is improved using CLAHE by clipping the height and limiting the slope of the
histogram. Compared to Histogram Equalization and Adaptive Histogram Equalization, CLAHE is more
effective in detecting small blood vessels and in increasing the visibility of hidden features in the image
[26,27]. However, in some image types, Histogram Equalization can show hidden noise even after the
processing is done.
3.1.4 Morphological Operations
Morphological operations take a binary image and a structuring element as input and process subjects in
the image based on the characteristics of its shape with or encoded in the structural elements. It can be used
for contrast enhancement and background subtraction. Morphological opening and closing operations are
applied to an image based on the multi-structure element to enhance the vessel edges and smoothen the
region. A morphological opening operation can remove the false edges and preserve the thin vessel edges
perfectly whereas a morphological closing operation is applied to the retinal fundus image for preserving
bright lesions. Tophat transform is useful to enhance the blood vessel from the retinal image. It is based
on image opening and closing operations. Hit or miss transformation helps detect scattered areas of the
retina. Morphological operations can accurately detect retinal blood vessels and exudates [28–30].
3.1.5 Fuzzy Based Enhancement
In medical image analysis preserving the mean brightness of the input image is necessary. Most of the
image enhancement techniques can improve the image quality but fail to preserve the mean brightness of the
image and introduce color artifacts [31]. Fuzzy based enhancement is efﬁcient in handling the intensity
values better than the traditional enhancement techniques. Dynamic contrast issues in the retinal fundus
image can be overcome by fuzzy partitioning and computing-based enhancement; no new artifacts are
added to the output image [32].
3.1.6 Transform Based Enhancement
Transform based techniques give spectral information of the image and it is easy to manipulate the
frequency composition of the image without any effect on spatial information. Contourlet transform is
used to enhance the edges and microstructure in an image by ﬁnding the discontinuities in points and
forming a linear structure on linking point discontinuities. This may cause changes in the width of the
blood vessel which emphasizes the importance of appropriate parameter selection [33]. The ability of
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curvelet transform to represent edge information and stationary wavelet transform makes it a better choice for
retinal image enhancement and helps in easier segmentation of tiny blood vessels [34,35]. The limitation of
the transform based technique is that it enhances the entire structures in a medical image without
discrimination whereas, for effective detection of lesions, it is necessary to enhance only speciﬁc target
lesions and not the surrounding tissues.
3.2 Enhancement for Grading of DR
People affected by DR will have a loss in vision and hence it is of extreme importance to classify and
stage the severity of DR to get adequate therapy. Grading of DR requires the removal of the optic disc in the
preprocessing stage and the image should contain blood vessel and clinical features. Enhancement of clinical
features is necessary for proper grading of DR. Diagnosis of DR requires only the main retinal pixels for
processing; hence the background pixels are separated from the foreground pixels in the preprocessing
stage by the mean and variance-based method. Once the background is separated, the main components
in the retina such as optic disc and blood vessels are extracted [36]. CLAHE and Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) based enhancement method is useful for distinguishing blood vessels from the
background [37]. Exposure based Sub Image Histogram Equalization (ESIHE) is another enhancement
technique that can regulate the enhancement levels with better brightness and is considered to be superior
over other HE methods [38].
3.3 Performance Metrics for Enhancement
To compare different enhancement techniques, various quantitative performance measures have been
explored to evaluate their performances. Some of the performance metrics discussed are Entropy [39],
Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [40], Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR), Euclidean Distance, Enhancement Measurement Error (EME) [41], Relative Contrast
Enhancement Factor (RCEF), Absolute Mean Brightness Error (AMBE), Mean Square Error (MSE),
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [42], Contrast Improvement Index (CII) [43] and Linear Index of
Fuzziness (LIF) [44]. The clarity of the retinal image is deﬁned using two metrics namely CII and LIF. A
larger value of CII indicates that the retinal vessels are enhanced better. The small value of LIF indicates
that the whole enhanced image is clearer with less noise. Hence, good image enhancement is
characterized by a large CII value and a small LIF value. A good enhancement is indicated by a high
value of AMBE and EME, provided RCEF is greater than 1.
4 Segmentation
The presence of bright and light lesions in the retinal fundus images makes it difﬁcult to segment blood
vessel and optic disc which, consequentially, may affect the classiﬁcation of retinal diseases. Hence, the
unwanted regions need to be removed for increasing the accuracy. The segmentation section includes
segmentation of retinal blood vessels, segmentation and elimination of optic disc, and lesion
segmentation. Before the segmentation process, green channel is input RGB image then converted to
grayscale and ﬁlter is applied for better enhancement. The sample image till the segmentation process in
shown in Fig. 1.
4.1 Segmentation of Retinal Blood Vessels
Retinal blood vessel segmentation helps eye specialists to perform mass vision screening exams for early
detection and treatment of DR. This helps in prevention of vision impairments and reduction of screening
cost. Different categories of blood vessel segmentation techniques are discussed in this work.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

BLOOD VESSEL SEGMENTATION

OPTIC DISC SEGMENTATION/ELIMINATION OF OPTIC DISC

RETINAL LESION SEGMENTATION

(e)

Figure 1: (a) Retinal fundus image (b) green channel (c) grayscale image (d) ﬁltered image (e) segmentation
process
4.1.1 Kernel Based Segmentation
This segmentation method is dependent on the variation of pixel intensities of retinal blood vessels
which builds a ﬁlter kernel and detects retinal vessel boundaries. The kernel can take the form of the
cross-section of the retinal vessel or can be modiﬁed depending on the vessel boundaries [45]. By
considering that the blood vessels have a symmetric Gaussian cross-section and non-blood vessels have
an asymmetric cross-section, a matched ﬁlter with symmetric Gaussian kernel and another with the ﬁrstorder derivation of Gaussian is proposed [46]. Kernel based segmentation suffers from the limitation that
some non-vessel structures are segmented as a part of the retinal vessels that subsequently degrade the
performance of the segmentation.
4.1.2 Thresholding Based Segmentation
Thresholding based segmentation sets a value from the image which maximizes the separation between
different classes in the image. This is useful for segmenting thick blood vessels [47]. Statistical thresholding
method generates a binary vascular mask to isolate the vessels from the rest of the image and helps in
effective segmentation [48]. A knowledge-based thresholding method using a veriﬁcation based multi
thresholding probing scheme is proposed in Jiang et al. [49]. Uneven illumination and presence of
artifacts serve as a major drawback for thresholding based segmentation.
4.1.3 Model-Based Segmentation
This segmentation method is based on shape variation modeling where the shape can be a ﬂexible curve
or surface which is modiﬁed depending on the object class. It can be of two types: parametric deformable
model and geometric deformable model. Parametric deformable models are characterized by curves or
active contours whereas geometric deformable models are characterized by surfaces. An active contour
model for vessel segmentation uses a combination of intensity information and enhancement map to
preserve the vessel edges and correctly segment the blood vessels [50]. A local region area descriptor
using a contour-based model for the segmentation of retinal vessels is proposed in Gongt et al. [51]. A
contour region is decided based on which the entire image is divided into different parts depending on
the pixel position. Ridge identiﬁcation and boundary detection of retinal vessels using the phase map is a
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level set based retinal vessel segmentation technique presented in Dizdaro et al. [52]. A major drawback of
the model-based technique is the difﬁculty in ﬁnding a set of seed points.
4.1.4 Soft Computing Based Segmentation
Soft computing has become a popular research area and is gaining importance over the years. It is being
applied in various research areas mainly in medical image analysis. Tab. 2 gives different soft computingbased segmentation techniques.
Table 2: Intelligent systems for segmentation
Author (Year)

Dataset

Method

Qiaoliang Li (2015) [53]
Zhexin Jiang (2018) [17]

DRIVE, STARE,
DRIVE, STARE,

S. Wilfred Franklin (2014) [54]
Nogol Memari (2019) [55]

DRIVE
DRIVE, STARE,

Yun Jiang (2019) [56]

DRIVE, STARE,

Cross-modality learning
Convolutional Neural Network
With transfer learning
Artiﬁcial Neural Network
Fuzzy C-means clustering and
Level set method
Fully Convolutional Neural
Network

Soft computing segmentation can be classiﬁed as supervised and unsupervised. Some of the supervised
techniques used are moment invariant based feature and feedforward neural network [57], pathological and
vessel structure based on booster decision tree [58], and integrated features with AdaBoost classiﬁer [59].
Even though supervised segmentation is effective over unsupervised segmentation, it is sensitive to
shape, size, or connectivity of blood vessels and may lead to performance degradation due to incorrect
identiﬁcation of retinal structures.
4.2 Segmentation and Elimination of Optic Disc
The change in anatomical structures in the human retina such as blood vessel, optic disc, and optic cup
are the early indicators of DR. Due to the similar structures of optic disc and lesion (Exudate), there are
chances for incorrect grading of DR. So, it is important to have the proper segmentation and elimination
of optic disc. Segmentation of optic disc is used for the detection of glaucoma but for the grading of DR,
optic disc segmentation and elimination are considered as the preprocessing stages. Optic disc processing
comprises two stages: Localization and Segmentation. In order to localize the optic disc two different
techniques are used:
a) Detecting the circular bright shapes by analyzing the vessel convergence [60].
b) Using fuzzy hough transform to detect the brightest circular area [61].
Optic disc segmentation using Peripapillary Atrophy (PPA) elimination includes edge ﬁltering, elliptical
hough transform, and b-PPA detection. Finding the region of interest and the edges of the optic disc are the
main steps in this method [62]. Apart from hough transform, circular transformation can also be used for
optic disc segmentation. It detects the circular boundary and variation in color across the optic disc
boundary [63]. Once the segmentation is done, the optic disc can be eliminated from the segmented
image by considering the average diameter of the optic disc.
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4.3 Segmentation of Retinal Lesions
Lesions in the retina are the most critical indicator of DR. Eye specialists diagnose and grade DR
depending on the presence of these lesions. The lesions in the retinal images are Microaneurysms,
Exudates, Hemorrhages, and Cotton-Wool Spots. Effective segmentation is characterized by the
identiﬁcation of retinal lesions based on the intensity spectrum. However low contrast of the individual
lesions and its overlapping intensity spectrum makes it difﬁcult to perform multiregional segmentation to
separate the lesions from the surrounding. A segmentation approach for bright lesions (Exudates, Cotton
Wool Spots) and dark lesions (Microaneurysms, Hemorrhages) using an adaptive region growing with
background correction is proposed in Köse et al. [64]. This method is effective in removing blood vessels
and the optic disc region to correctly segment the lesions. Identiﬁcation and differentiation of dark and
bright lesions using the combination of matched ﬁlter and Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) ﬁlter is described
in Kar et al. [65]. Transfer learning and ﬁned tuning based exudate segmentation identify potential bright
lesions which are classiﬁed based on k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [66]. Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) based techniques are also effective for lesion segmentation. One of the major drawbacks of this
method is its sensitivity to background noise.
5 Feature Extraction
Ophthalmologists found abnormalities in images using morphological, and texture-based features.
Segmentation and classiﬁcation of retinal lesions use the mathematical representation of features for the
ophthalmologist visualization. A morphological based geometrical feature is mainly classiﬁed by the size,
shape, and contour of retinal lesions. It contains 15 features for grading of DR by visualizing the bright
and dark lesions using geometrical properties. Geometrical features include Area, Perimeter, Thinness
Ratio, Bounding Length and Width, Major axis length, Minor axis length, Aspect ratio, Rectangular
aspect ratio, Area ratio, Maximum radius, Minimum radius, Radius ratio, Standard deviation, Mean of all
radii and Haralick ratio. Texture features include First Order Statistics (FOS), Gray Level Co-Occurrence
Matrix of Second Order Statistics (GLCM), and Gray Level Run Length Matrix of Higher Order
Statistics (GLRLM). Mean, Median, Mode, Range, Variance, Standard Deviation, Skewness, and Kurtosis
are considered as FOS, i.e., First Order Statistical Texture Features. Correlation, Homogeneity,
Clustershade, Entropy, Cluster Prominence, Autocorrelation, and Dissimilarity are considered as GLCM,
i.e., Second Order Statistical Texture Features. Long Run Emphasis, Short Run Emphasis, Gray Level
Nonuniformity, Run Length Nonuniformity, and Run Percentage are considered as GLRLM, i.e., Higher
Order Statistical Texture Features.
6 Feature Selection
Feature selection chooses the most signiﬁcant features that contribute to the output. It is done to
eliminate redundant attributes that may affect the accuracy of the framework. The normal features in
fundus image include blood vessel, fovea, and the optic disc, and the abnormal features include
microaneurysms, exudate, hemorrhages, and cotton wool spots. Exudate detection using mathematical
morphology method is proposed in Sopharak et al. [67]. It can detect exudate from low contrast images
thereby helping the eye specialist to detect the symptoms faster. Blood vessel detection and segmentation
using Bee Colony Swarm Optimization is presented in Hassanien et al. [68]. This method can effectively
detect the presence of blood vessels with small diameters also. Exudate detection using the Genetic
Algorithm a fuzzy c means clustering utilizes retinal color information to identify variation in exudate
color [69]. SVM with glowworm swarm and ant colony optimization can detect microaneurysms and
cotton wool spots [70,71]. Artiﬁcial neural networks can identify hemorrhages, microaneurysms, hard
exudates, and cotton wool spots [72]. Exudates can also be identiﬁed by Fisher’s linear discriminant
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analysis and recursive elimination using logistic regression [73,74]. The main limitation as part of exudate
detection is the small area it occupies and the similar structure of the optic disc.
7 Classiﬁcation
Diabetic Retinopathy has a signiﬁcant impact on the lights of diabetic patients. Proper detection and
classiﬁcation of patients with DR can reduce the risk of vision loss. DR falls into two main categories:
Normal, mild NPDR, moderate NPDR, severe NPDR and PDR depending on whether or not there is
abnormal blood vessel growth in the retina. DR classiﬁcation based on its severity can be classiﬁed by
extracting Microaneurysms, Hemorrhages, Exudates, and Cotton-Wool Spots, and given to the classiﬁers
for classiﬁcation. The sample images of different stages of DR is shown in Fig. 2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2: Different stages of DR (a) normal fundus image (b) mild NPDR (c) moderate NPDR (d) severe
NPDR (e) PDR
Early identiﬁcation is difﬁcult because only retinal structural changes happen using during the early
stage. Machine learning and deep learning methods are implemented for the automated grading of DR in
which multiclass classiﬁcation implementation is the challenges mostly faced by the researchers [75].
Salient area highlighting and abnormal ﬁndings in the fundus images can be implemented by deep
learning algorithms [76]. CNN architectures not only reduce the computational power but also gives the
better performance [77]. Although many methods have been developed, researchers could not yet
generalize a methodology for practical clinical use. Various classiﬁcation approaches with the datasets
used, extracted features along with the performance analysis are listed in Tab. 3.
8 Performance Measures and Discussions
It is mandatory to evaluate the algorithms to ﬁnd out the effectiveness of implementation based on the
model and the datasets. Considering classiﬁcation, detection, segmentation, and prediction, various metrics
were used to evaluate different machine learning algorithms. Several methods can be used to measure the
performance of the algorithm. Few of them are accuracy, Area under curve (AUC), confusion matrix,
precision, recall, sensitivity, speciﬁcity, and F-Score. The confusion matrix is a matrix output that
describes the performance of the model by the above metrices. Binary classiﬁcation takes two possible
values: positive and negative. There are four terms: True Positive (TP) in which predicted class is true
and actual class is also true, i.e., Normal image classiﬁed correctly as the normal fundus image, True
Negative (TN) in which predicted class is false but actual class is true, i.e., DR image is correctly
classiﬁed as DR, False Positive (FP) in which predicted class is true whereas actual class is false, i.e., DR
image is wrongly classiﬁed as normal fundus image and False Negative (FN) in which both predicted
class and actual class are false, i.e., normal fundus image is wrongly classiﬁed as DR.
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Table 3: Various classiﬁcation approaches
Authors
(Year)

Datasets

Features Extracted

Methods

Vishakha
(2017)
[78]
Shaiesh
(2018)
[79]
Saket Kanth
(2013)
[80]

Kaggle
Diabetic
Retinopathy
DIARETDB1

Microaneurysm,
Hemorrhages, Exudates,
Cotton-Wool Spots
Microaneurysms (Area,
Number)

Convolutional Neural Precision:
Network
Class 0 = 81%,
Class 1 = 88%
Support Vector
SE = 96%,
Machine
SP = 92%

Hemorrhages (sum of ON
pixels, Mean), Exudates

Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP)
with Back
Propagation
Deep Convolutional
Neural Network

From two
different
hospitals in
Noida
Chandrakumar STARE,
(2016)
DRIVE,
[81]
Kaggle
Diabetic
Retinopathy
Adarsh
DIARETDB0,
(2013)
DIARETDB1
[14]
Sankar
DIARETDB0
(2016)
[82]
Naveenraj
–
(2016)
[83]

–

Performance
Analysis

AC = 94.11%

AC = 94%

Area of Blood Vessels,
Multi-class Support
Area of Exudates, Area of Vector Machine
Microaneurysms
Microaneurysm, Exudates Deep Convolutional
Neural Network

SE = 90.6%,
SP = 93.65%,
AC = 95.3%
–

Microaneurysm,
Hemorrhages, Hard
Exudates, Cotton-Wool
Spots

–

Probabilistic Neural
Network

The CAD system comprises image enhancement, segmentation, feature extraction, feature selection, and
classiﬁcation where in the ﬁrst stage, fundus image quality is enhanced for effective DR feature detection.
Segmentation localizes and separates the region of interest from the background information after which
extraction of the segmented region is done for further classiﬁcation. Finally, DR is graded into different
classes (Normal, Mild NPDR, Moderate NPDR, Severe NPDR, PDR) depending on the extent of damage
to the retina. From this survey, it can be observed that signiﬁcant efforts have been made for enhancing
the image quality by modifying the image contrast and background illumination. Various ﬁlters such as
Median, Gaussian, Gabor, and Bilateral ﬁlters have been found to perform better due to the edgepreserving property of the ﬁlter.
Segmentation of retinal image has a direct effect on the accuracy and grading of DR and hence,
researchers have put in a lot of effort to provide accurate segmentation. DR segmentation segments key
features in DR such as blood vessels, optic discs, microaneurysms, exudates, hemorrhages, and cotton
wool spots. Segmentation is performed using various techniques such as model-based, kernel based, and
thresholding based segmentation. However, due to the limitations in the traditional segmentation methods
such as the manual selection of seed points, researchers have delved more into soft computing-based
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segmentation. It is also necessary that optic disc should be removed before the segmentation of lesions to
avoid misclassiﬁcation due to the similar structures of optic disc and exudates. Various techniques such as
mathematical morphology and recursive feature elimination using logistic regression have been applied
for feature selection. To enhance these approaches, optimization-based algorithms such as Artiﬁcial Bee
Colony Optimization, Genetic Algorithm, and Ant Colony Optimization have been applied. From this
review, it is clear that the evolutionary algorithms are effective in performing parameter optimization for
feature selection classiﬁcation. However, applying soft computing techniques for segmentation and
classiﬁcation though effective can make the CAD system time-consuming.
9 Conclusions
Diabetic Retinopathy is one of the most important causes of vision impairment in the world. Early
detection and diagnosis can reduce the severity of vision loss due to DR. This paper presents a
comparative analysis of various stages of CAD system for detecting DR. Grading of DR is judged by the
presence of dark and bright lesions in the retinal fundus image. The CAD system is composed of various
stages namely (i) Retinal image enhancement, (ii) Optic disc removal and segmentation of blood vessel
and lesions, (iii) DR feature extraction and selection, and (iv) Grading of the severity level of DR. Undersegmentation or over-segmentation of DR features due to varying sizes, presence of blocking artifacts,
and resemblance in structures of anatomical and clinical features are some of the drawbacks seen in the
CAD system. Even though various methods have proven to give good detection accuracy the researchers
are still ﬁnding it difﬁcult to generalize a methodology for practical clinical use. Researchers should
extend their work focusing on the construction of a prediction model with multi categorical classiﬁcation
techniques to improve the grading of DR.
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